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From The Editor
School is back in session, the days are getting shorter and cooler weather
is coming - that must mean September! Summer officially ends in a
couple of weeks but there is plenty of biking weather ahead. Many riders
prefer the cooler days and are more likely to ride during September and
October. How is your club mileage looking? There is still time to get in
many rides and boost your totals. Remember, the event calendar is
always changing and our ride leaders are providing plenty of cycling
opportunities. And be sure to thank them at our annual Ride Leader
Appreciation Picnic!

Steve

A pleasant morning by the lake - August 18

Cooling down in the shade - September 3

Fall Elections for Silver Wheels Board
In November, we will be electing a president, vice president, and two
directors to our board. The elected officials will serve for two years
starting January 1, 2019. The positions up for election this year are:
President, currently held by Bob Burkhardt
Vice President, currently held by Sue Wells
Director, currently held by Cheryl Burkhardt
Director, currently held by Rob Hipskind
As per our bylaws: The nomination of elected officials shall be made at
the last membership meeting of the year (November). Nominations also
will be accepted from the floor at the meeting provided that 1.) the
nominee is present and accepts the nomination, or 2) in the absence of
the nominee, a letter written and signed by the nominee accepting the
nomination is presented. All uncontested positions shall be voted by the
membership attending the last meeting of the year. (Note: Uncontested
positions have been voted in by acclimation in the past.)

In the event of a contested position, the nominating committee’s ballot,
with write-in space, will be emailed to all members with email addresses
and mailed to those members who do not have email addresses.
The Nominating Committee has made contact during July and August
with the four individuals whose terms are expiring, and has confirmed a
candidate for each of those four positions who is willing to be
nominated. Our slate of four candidates will be presented to the board at
their September 6th meeting for approval, and then will be announced to
the club in October.
If you are interested in running for any of these positions, nominations
will also be accepted from the floor at the November meeting as long as

will also be accepted from the floor at the November meeting as long as
they adhere to our bylaws.
Respectfully,
The Nominating Committee
Eva Weber, Chair weber.1@osu.edu

440-774-9034

Joe Etzler, Sue Schneider

LET'S THANK OUR RIDE LEADERS
It is almost that time again, time for us to show our appreciation to
all of our hard-working Ride Leaders. Bicycle riding is what our club is all
about and we do appreciate them stepping up to lead the rides. Being a
Silver Wheels Ride Leader can be a fairly laborious task. A good reference
of what a Ride Leader's job entails can be found in the article Rob
Hipskind wrote in the September 2017 archived issue of Rollin'.
It seems that along with cycling Silver Wheelers enjoy eating. We
will show our Ride Leaders our appreciation by having a party in their
honor and we will feed them. It will be held at the Yourkiewicz residence
at 12837 Diagonal Road in LaGrange. The date is Saturday, September
22 at 4 pm.
We would like all club members to attend this event to thank our Ride
Leaders. The club will provide chicken and pizza. We are asking everyone
to bring a dish to share. This is your time to try out that new recipe. If it
doesn't turn out well, we will eat it anyways. You are asked to bring your
beverage of choice, beer and wine are good choices.
All the information you need is on the Silver Wheels event page. There
is a spot in the blue box to register for the event. Registering for the
event helps the Social committee with food planning. We won't kick you
out if you forget to register but you may have to take out the trash or
clean the tables.
Mark your calendar so you don't miss this. It is always a nice event.
Let's have a big turnout to show the Ride Leaders that we appreciate all
they do. A big thanks to Kathy and Joe Yourkiewicz for hosting this.
Let's try to not trash their house too much.

Let's try to not trash their house too much.

Sue Wells

DID YOU KNOW????
Those who cycle regularly can expect to be as fit as an average person 10
years younger!
Cycling burns up to 600 calories per hour.
Bicycling just 20 miles per week reduces women's risk of heart disease by
up to 50%
A properly fitted helmet is the most effective way to prevent a head
injury resulting from a bicycle crash.
The longest tandem bike ever built was 67 feet long with 35 seats!
There are over 400 cycling clubs in the USA.
Fred A. Birchmore was the first to cycle around the world in 1935. He
pedaled for 25,000 miles and wore out 7 sets of tires. He also had to
travel 15,000 miles by boat to complete the journey.

Is that a Pratt Truss, Town Lattice, Town Truss, or a
Timber Arch?
If you know what that article title means, you may want to go on the
September 27th Ashtabula Covered Bridges Ride. The scenic 47 mile
route crosses eight covered bridges, with nearly 1,500 feet of elevation
climb, a few gravel road surfaces, and it is very rural (that is code for very
limited bathroom facilities). Krista McNamee, from the Century Cycles
store in Rocky River, created this route in 2009 and it was named Ohio’s
Best Ride and One of The 50 Best Rides in America by Bicycling Magazine.
Check the ride calendar for more information.

Bike Lanes, Separated Bike Lanes, Side Paths, Sharrows,
and Bike Trails - Ed Stewart
Part 1 of 2
For decades traffic engineers and planners have been grappling with how
to make traveling by bike safer in the many instances where cyclists
would ride. In that time they have designed some pretty interesting
concepts that we, as users of such accommodations, should have at least
some understanding. One important thought to keep in mind is that
almost always the accommodation for bicycles has been well after the
roadway was first created and used. These accommodations are like an
afterthought and are challenging for both cyclists and motorists to
understand. This article will take a very brief look at some of those
concepts and how they differ from or resemble each other. It’s also nice
to know the real definition of terms thrown around in our arena.
Bike Lane: A bike lane is a lane of travel on a roadway that is designated
for bicycle use only. As part of the roadway, users are required to obey
vehicular traffic laws, such as stopping, yielding, and signaling, etc. A
paved area to the right of a painted white line is not a bike lane; that is a
paved shoulder and not intended for travel. While a shoulder might seem
useful for bicycle usage, that is not their intended purpose. Many cyclists
ride there, and sometimes (when the shoulder is very wide - in excess of
four feet) it may even make some better sense to ride there. Most often,
however, a paved shoulder does not provide adequate width for bikes
and should be avoided.

Bike lanes can be placed in a variety of locations on the roadway in an
effort to help cyclists negotiate through traffic. It may often take some
experience in getting accustomed to how any particular bike lane works,
as sometimes they can be confusing.
Separated Bike Lanes: In dense urban areas where there is a lot of mixed
traffic, including trucks and buses, it serves cyclists well to have their
bike lane separated by barriers of some sort from the other travel lanes.
Since the separated bike lane is still part of the roadway, users are still
required to obey all applicable vehicular laws. The City of Cleveland has
instituted the use of separated bike lanes in many areas.

As you can see in the photo above, a separated lane uses up more space,
space which is usually at a premium in urban areas. While this is also true
of non-separated lanes, the additional barrier space needs even more
space. The barrier provides a visual and physical cue to motorists to keep
them out of the lane designated for bikes.
For both types of bike lanes, intersections become especially challenging.
Both motorists and cyclists need to understand the principles of who has
the right of way and who needs to yield at these intersections. A cyclist
who wishes to make a left hand turn has an additional challenge of
leaving the separated lane, entering the primary lane and position for his
turn. Many cyclists and motorists do not understand how rights and laws
apply in that situation.
Sharrows: A sharrow (share + arrow) is a roadway marking, not a
specially designated space.The marking indicates that bicycle usage
should be anticipated in that section of the road and that motorists and
cyclists are expected to ‘share’ the space.The chevron (arrow) in the
marking indicates both the direction the cyclists should be traveling and
about where in the roadway they should be riding - in the center of the
arrow part. Sharrows are often used in locations near where a bike lane
has ended or where it is about to begin. This gives both motorists and
cyclists a little ‘heads up’ of something on the road.

Sharrows are used in urban areas to also help cyclists assume their
rightful place in the lane - near the center of the lane; this concept is also
helpful to motorists so they can see that is where cyclists are intended to
be riding, because the lane is too narrow to share side by side.
Side Paths: A side path is pretty much a paved sidewalk that is intended
to be used by cyclists and others who might wish to go there
(pedestrians, skateboarders, etc.). A side path is not part of the roadway
so vehicular laws do not directly apply; however, the general rules for
courteous travel do apply. It is called a side path because it typically
parallels the roadway, like a sidewalk would. Usually two-way travel is
expected on a side path, consequently they will be placed on one side of

expected on a side path, consequently they will be placed on one side of
the road only.

Side paths are intended to be used in areas where there is a long stretch
between other road entries, like driveways or intersections.

Do you have exceptional knowledge about a cycling topic to share?
Do you want to advertise an upcoming ride you are leading? How
about a report from a special ride or trip you just experienced? If so,
the audience of this newsletter would like to read about it! Just
send your article to the editor with a cash donation (just kidding!)
and you can then see your story in print. Many articles have been
sent by SW members but more are always welcome!

7 days without cycling makes one weak
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